
Discover the full story on how MARS Drinks 
is bringing more choice, more freshness and 
more convenience to drinks at work.
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MARS Drinks

Delivering the 
best tasting, 
hassle-free 
drinks you’ll 
ever get at 
work.

At MARS Drinks, we source strong, meaningful brands 
for our coffee, tea and chocolate.

source.

serve.

With the FLAVIA FRESH RELEASETM/MC 
System our brewers serve the 

perfect drink, every time.

seal.

We seal the freshest 
ingredients in our unique 

FLAVIA freshpacks.

hot chocolate



We prefer to work with suppliers who source responsibly. 

We already offer a range of drinks from Rainforest Alliance 

Certified™ farms, helping to conserve biodiversity and 

ensure sustainable livelihoods. Brighter Tomorrow is our 

own sustainability program that includes support for the 

communities from which we source our ingredients. 

Every cup delivers 
silky smooth, 
delicious chocolate 
indulgence.

Good quality, 
hardworking coffee 
that you feel good 
about drinking.

Perfectly balanced, 
full-flavored teas that 
allow you to PAUSE 
& RESET without 
slowing down.

We have carefully selected brands that provide you 
with the right CHOICES for consumers. 

source. seal.
We pack our carefully sourced ingredients into the unique 
FLAVIA freshpack because FRESHNESS matters. 

Each freshpack is packed 
full of fresh ground coffee, 
real leaf teas and chocolate 
so that you get a great 
tasting drink.

The FLAVIA freshpack

Our unique freshpack design preserves and protects 

our quality ingredients so that every drink is brewed 

directly from pack to cup, perfectly every time.

hot chocolate



*Average energy used per cup served based on 200 cups/week throughput.

serve.

Minimize waste: maximize taste 

In independent energy consumption 

tests, the FLAVIA® Creation 400 is 

one of the most efficient on the 

market when tested against leading 

market competitors.
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FLAVIA®
C400

The FLAVIA® C400 uses
almost 60% less energy than

the average of the single-serve
competition
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To keep your workplace running smoothly 
you need a drinks system that delivers 
hassle-free CONVENIENCE.

FLAVIA FRESH RELEASE System

Enjoy the convenient reliability of our simple, clean and 

consistent brewers, while delivering improved productivity 

and engagement in the workplace.

Create over 25+ combinations from fantastic cappuccinos, 
lattes and mochaccinos to espresso style drinks with our 
unique two pack technology.

® FLAVIA, FLAVIA THINK FRESH!, FRESH RELEASE, SOURCE. SEAL. SERVE., ALTERRA, HARDWORKING COFFEE, THE BRIGHT TEA CO., LOVE THE LEAF, DOVE ®/MD/TM/MC Trademarks/Marques de commerce © Mars 2010
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For more information go to:
myflavia.com

hot chocolate




